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Fremont Unified School District 
Health & Sex Education Advisory Committee 

 
                Minutes of April 19, 2012 

 
Chairperson Anne Damron called the meeting to order at 7:01 pm in the FUSD Board Room. A 
quorum was present (18 of 20) 18 with voting privileges. Attendees: Kori Archibald, Susan Bewley, 
Lucienne Bouvier, Kelleen Bush, Nadine Camara, Elizabeth Champion, Anne Damron, Div Harish, 
Dianne Jones, Ann Keeler, Catherine Layden, Jennifer Pardini, Susan O’Neil, Livia Quan, Fernando 
Quezada, Roxanna Sill, Kathy Velasco, Kathleen Walter. District Liaison James Maxwell, FUSD 
Director of Secondary Education was present. Six guests, Alex Starr from the League of Women 
Voters; Cathy Norman, former HSEAC member; Ruth Bauer, a health teacher from Washington High 
School; Shubhangi Vaidya, a parent from Mission San Jose High School; Meera Prablad, a parent 
from Mission San Jose High School and Assistant Principal Nafeesah Rasheed from Kennedy High 
School and Liaison to the Health Teacher Committee were present. 
 
Introductions were made. Our mission statement was read. Anne Damron explained the scaffolding of 
curriculum, how each year builds on the previous year. 

 
Dianne Jones made a motion to approve the agenda. Kathleen Walter seconded the motion. The 
motion passed.  
 
The minutes of March 8, 2012 were reviewed. Susan Bewley made a motion to approve the amended 
minutes. Susan O’Neil seconded the motion. The motion passed with 7 abstentions (Jennifer Pardini, 
Div Harish, Kelleen Bush, Kori Archibald, Nadine Camara, Roxanna Sill, and Kathleen Walter).  

 
Anne Damron solicited guest comments during Oral Communications for items not on the agenda.  
 
Former HSEAC member Cathy Norman spoke about the ethics of teaching students about the risks 
of contraceptives. Cathy Norman quoted an excerpt from an ad from the manufacturer placed in the 
4/21/12 issue of Sunset magazine called Pfizer Helpful Answers “Important Facts Premarin 
(conjugated estrogens) vaginal cream” distributed by Wyeth Pharmaceuticals Inc. The excerpt reads 
“…the risks associated with oral estrogens should be taken into account. Serious, but less common 
side effects include: Breast cancer, Cancer of the uterus, Stroke, Heart attack, Blood clots, Dementia, 
Gallbladder disease, Ovarian cancer, High blood pressure, Liver problems, High blood sugar, 
Enlargement of benign tumors.” Cathy Norman distributed copies. 
 
Alex Starr said the League of Women Voters is sponsoring a multi-media contest for public high 
school students called Y Vote, encouraging young people to register to vote. The deadline for entry is 
May 14, 2012. See the link for more information:  http://www.lwvfnuc.org/public/index.shtml 
 
Anne Damron initiated a discussion regarding Supplemental Materials and California Education Code 
Requirements and FUSD Board Policies for Supplemental Materials. Anne Damron distributed 
handouts entitled Selection of Instructional Materials AR 6161.1, Selection of Audio-Visual and Multi-
media Materials BP 6161.11, and Selection of Audio-Visual and Multi-media Materials AR 6161.11. 
 
Anne Damron said supplemental material brought into the classroom by the teacher must be relevant 
to the course. Ruth Bauer said teachers do bring in current events about sexuality for classroom 
discussion, for example, the secret service scandal. A guest parent said that she doesn’t want 
teachers explaining things that are not in the curriculum or giving their personal opinions. District 
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Liaison James Maxwell said there is no 12th grade curriculum and throughout the district, current 
events will be validly brought in by teachers. James Maxwell said most teachers would touch upon it, 
that teachers don’t want political conflict; little ones are steered back to their parents for answers. 
James Maxwell said there is a wide range of students from very immature and clueless to sexually 
active and teachers must find someplace in between. 
 
Washington High School health teacher Ruth Bauer said she teaches human reproduction with the 
goal of preventing pregnancy, basic prenatal information for when they do get pregnant, and letting 
them know that if they go drinking they are already compromised, so they know how their bodies 
work. 
 
Anne Damron brought us back on the topic of the selection of Ed Code audio-visual materials. Nadine 
Camara said Teen Talk is an existing 12th grade curriculum which is quite explicit which could be 
brought in as supplemental materials. Nadine said parents have a right to review all supplemental 
materials prior to being used in the classroom and that Dr. Morris should be here to set the record 
straight. Nadine said condom demonstrations on plastic penises have happened in the classroom 
even though this is not approved by the FUSD and has not been disclosed to parents, more teacher 
awareness of what is and is not approved for the classroom is needed. Nadine said 9/10 FLASH was 
adopted as a supplemental material. Ruth Bauer said she sends out a letter to parents about what 
she will cover with the goal of parent involvement. Ruth has had parents who were teen mothers visit 
her classroom to talk about their experience. 
 
Div Harish asked if there are structured training sessions, is there clarity? James Maxwell said yes. 
Jennifer Pardini said Sex Ed is stopped at 9th grade; this is the last opportunity to address the 
material with a teacher. Anne Damron asked the Health Teacher Committee Liaison to speak to the 
HSEAC.  
 
Assistant Principal Nafeesah Rasheed from Kennedy High School said there is a health liaison 
committee teacher at each high school. They meet four times a year to talk about effectiveness, 
sharing out, looking at strategies, covering multiple sites. With a math background, Nafeesah 
Rasheed observed passion, accuracy and parent involvement. She attended training at the ACOE 
where she learned new developments in science, sat in from the county’s perspective, with many 
science teachers, wanting transparency, and showing commitment.  
 
District Liaison James Maxwell said they are educating him on the health curriculum in this district. 
James Maxwell said 7th & 8th grades are different from High School, after Star testing, science 
teachers may use up to 15 days to cover the material. Anne Damron said (to verify) King County 
trainers came to train teacher trainers. James Maxwell said High School Sex Ed. is not taught by 
science but health teachers. Anne Damron said grades 4, 5, 6 teacher training was held here and 
was well attended.  
 
District Liaison James Maxwell presented Ruth Bauer in place of the Health Committee teachers who 
couldn’t be present to bring the results of their review of High School FLASH 2nd Edition. Ruth Bauer 
told us about her education, background and experience. There are 3 other health committee 
teachers not present, Nicole Levaud from Kennedy High, Rebecca Ryan Devakumar from Irvington 
High, and Cate Ruebling from Mission San Jose High School. James Maxwell distributed handouts, 
High School FLASH Family Life and Sexual Health Grades 9-12 2nd Edition, The Title Page, Table of 
Contents and Lesson Plan comparison, and FLASH Curriculum Second Version Review which was 
prepared by the Health Teacher Committee. 
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James Maxwell said the FLASH curriculum for grades 9-12 has been updated online, and that Dr. 
Morris has decided to bring it to the HSEAC for review and recommendation. James Maxwell said the 
original version of FLASH will be used through the end of this year. James Maxwell gave the link: 
www.kingcounty.gov/health/flash . 
A few minutes were spent reading “What’s New in this 2nd Edition?” 
 
Nadine Camara asked about the YouTube videos and illustrations. James Maxwell said the teachers 
had problems viewing the videos. Anne Damron said YouTube is blocked on FUSD computers. 
Health Teacher Ruth Bauer said she was surprised by some of the illustrations in FLASH. Ruth said 
students should learn their body, self-exams, to know what is normal for future comparison. Nadine 
Camara said that 9/10 FLASH was adopted as a supplemental material but never voted on by the 
HSEAC or the School Board. Anne Damron recognized that and said we are starting that process. 
 
District Liaison James Maxwell said he was inviting the health teachers back to the next meeting. A 
guest parent asked how long will the new curriculum take. James Maxwell said theoretically 1/6th of 
the semester long Health Course (quarter at Kennedy), but they won’t know till they run through it 
once, so he guessed they would allocate the same amount of time, 3-4 weeks to cover the 6 units. 
Health Teacher Ruth Bauer said there are class trips, testing, and lots of interruptions. 
 
A guest parent said there is ambiguity, there is the right to know and asked are parents being told? 
James Maxwell said there are no changes; a child has to be signed into the class. Nadine Camara 
said that the district is trying to change the policy. Someone mentioned the course catalog as a 
parent resource. Kori Archibald said parents can opt out of health. James Maxwell said there are two 
issues, you can only opt out of the whole health unit for religious reasons or personally opt out of Unit 
6 sex education. Anne Damron said at most Junior High and High School campuses, there will be a 
summer post card mailing to pick up a packet containing the relevant forms.  
 
Nadine Camara said according to district policy, if they know when the class will be, the form is 
supposed to be in packet, last year it wasn’t. Nadine opted her son out of Sex Ed. because he 
already had enough sex education and wants him to have her values, but allowed him take health. 
Nadine’s son received a horrendous amount of homework instead of Sex Ed. Nadine said this 
homework is not supposed to be graded, but his was and it lowered his grade. Nadine said they 
cannot legally lower your grade for opting out. Nadine asked about the missing lessons on the side by 
side old vs. new FLASH handout. James Maxwell said he didn’t know and that Nadine and everyone 
else should email him with these questions for the next meeting. 
 
Health Teacher Ruth Bauer said most of her students are so relieved and happy that they have not 
had sex yet, they like to hold hands and text each other. Assistant Principal Nafeesah Rasheed from 
Kennedy High School said the virtual world is not always accurate, and with everyone having cell 
phones too, she worries that there is no way to monitor the internet.  
 
Lucienne Bouvier stated that no contraceptive method causes cancer. Ruth Bauer said most 9th 
graders were relieved that they were not having sex yet so no drama, she teaches how HPV and 
herpes affect fertility, and estrogen increases risks. Nadine Camara passed around a pharmaceutical 
insert from Kaiser stating the risks of oral contraceptives. Kathleen Walter said that she is a health 
professional and estrogen increases risks mentioning Depo-Provera.  
 
Lucienne Bouvier said the pharmaceutical package inserts list all side effects regardless of whether 
or not there is any scientific basis behind it, and that it’s a liability issue. Dianne Jones echoed 
Lucienne, just because it’s in a patient pamphlet doesn’t make it true, look at the science, no research 
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evidence, just liability protection, there’s no data. Nadine Camara said she took oral contraceptives 
for adult acne and it made her very sick with blood clots and that several teenagers died from taking 
Yasmin. Nadine read an excerpt from the insert listing possible side effects such as blood clots, heart 
attacks, strokes, liver tumors.  
 
Kathleen Walter said she understands Lucienne is passionate but there are side effects, estrogens 
increase your risk, there are different opinions but you should not shut people down, need to be civil. 
Lucienne Bouvier said she wants to make sure people are getting medically correct information; she 
doesn’t want students afraid of contraception. Ruth Bauer said she teaches about HPV and the 
vaccine and respects Lucienne’s background. 
 
District Liaison James Maxwell said High School FLASH 2nd Edition, like any new curriculum comes 
with lots of boxes of stuff, some of it never used. James gave out his email address:  
jmaxwell@fremont.k12.ca.us 
 
Cathy Layden asked what kinds of skills were being referred to under Stronger Lessons in “What’s 
New in this 2nd Edition?”  Ruth Bauer said they were probably referring to refusal skills. A guest 
parent noted that the title page refers to Grades 9-12 but we will use it for 9th grade and questioned 
the age appropriateness of the content. 
 
James Maxwell said different schools teach it at different grades. Health Teacher Ruth Bauer said 
teenage pregnancies are down since the 1940s. Div Harish wanted to hear viewpoints on Lucienne’s 
opinions, wanted to discuss this more. Anne Damron said the HSEAC is governed by the Brown Act 
and she said she hears you and needs to think about it.   
 
Anne Damron assigned homework, review the packets from the health teachers, go online, watch the 
YouTube videos, and prepare for the main meeting because the health teachers want to teach this in 
the fall.  We will use the 9th grade ranking sheets to get opinions. 
  
Anne Damron said the HSEAC needs to prepare for the annual report to the Board, usually presented 
in June to the School Board and needs a subcommittee to prepare the report. Anne asked for 
volunteers---Lucienne and Jenny volunteered. Anne Damron asked James Maxwell for a date, he 
said he would get back to her on that. 
 
Nadine Camara asked if Dr. Morris could come in to clarify supplemental materials. Anne Damron 
said she will make the request. Dianne Jones commented that this was an interesting discussion but 
we have to follow the Ed Code, using medically accurate information from peer reviewed journals. Div 
Harish asked who decides which sources are valid.  
 
A guest parent asked about opting in/out and said it is very awkward for a child to sit alone and that 
peer pressure makes them want to opt-in. James Maxwell said to email him with the questions 
because of time constraints. Anne Damron explained that it was a School Board decision to offer 
Comprehensive Sex Education, and that during 25 years we have had to adapt to new legislation, Ed 
Code, and state standards. Nadine Camara reminded that state standards are not required and that 
opt-in is for Sex Ed and opt-out is for HIV/AIDS. 

 
 
At 8:34 pm, M/S/A to end the meeting: unanimous. 
Minutes submitted by the Secretary Catherine Layden. 
Approved:   5/10/12 
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Fremont Unified School District 
Health & Sex Education Advisory Committee 

 
      Minutes of February 9, 2012 

 
Chairperson Anne Damron called the meeting to order at 7:01 pm in the FUSD Board Room. A quorum was 
present (18 of 20) 18 with voting privileges. Attendees:  Kori Archibald, Susan Bewley, Lucienne Bouvier, 
Kelleen Bush, Nadine Camara, Elizabeth Champion, Anne Damron, Div Harish, Dianne Jones, Ann Keeler, 
Catherine Layden, Jennifer Pardini, Susan O’Neil, Livia Quan, Fernando Quezada, Roxanna Sill, Kathy 
Velasco, Kathleen Walter. District Liaison James Maxwell, FUSD Director of Secondary Education was 
present. Three guests, Marilyn Singer from the League of Women Voters, Alex Starr from the League of 
Women Voters, FUSD Director of Assessment and Instruction Dr. Jan March were present. 

 
Jennifer Pardini made a motion to approve the agenda. Lucienne Bouvier seconded the motion. The motion 
passed.  
 
The minutes of January 12, 2012 were reviewed. Dianne Jones made a motion to approve the amended 
minutes. Kathleen Walter seconded the motion. The motion passed with 5 abstentions (Ann Keeler, Lucienne 
Bouvier, Kelleen Bush, Nadine Camara, and Livia Quan). 

 
Introductions were made. Anne Damron solicited guest comments. There were no public comments at this 
time. 

 
FUSD Director of Assessment and Instruction Jan March distributed a revised Jr. High Parent/Guardian 
Notification Form for Comprehensive Sex Education and HIV/AIDS Prevention Education and a revised Grade 
9 Parent/Guardian Notification Form for Comprehensive Sex Education and HIV/AIDS Prevention Education 
for review and discussion. Dr. March said the revised forms incorporated some of the suggested changes from 
the last HSEAC meeting. Dr. March said there were some requests to make the forms opt-in but this was not 
possible.  
 
Anne Damron noted that the revised forms now match the FUSD course catalog. Nadine Camara asked how 
the notification forms would be distributed. Dr. March said that going forward the notification forms would be 
attached to the registration forms, but based on the timeline, maybe not this year. District Liaison James 
Maxwell said they would go out in the second mailing in the summer to reach every family.  
 
Nadine Camara said she understands that the teachers do not want 2 different forms because it is easier for 
teacher tracking, but stated that the FUSD has a long history of having an opt-in policy on its permission slips. 
Nadine said the new notification forms undermine parental rights. Nadine said delivery is important. Nadine 
asked if the yearly mailing will be an action item on the agenda for the Board to vote on. District Liaison James 
Maxwell agreed that he will place mailing the permission forms as part of the action item for the board. He said 
that tracking lost forms is a problem. Nadine suggested the forms be handled in the office or by staff instead of 
by overloaded teachers. Nadine stated that there have been two permission forms in the past, one form for 
comprehensive sex education was opt-in and the other form for HIV/AIDS education was opt-out. 
 
District Liaison James Maxwell said that staff is not recommending that, they want one opt- out form. James 
Maxwell said that there are about 10 students at each school who opt-out and that one person should be 
responsible for tracking who and how many.  Nadine Camara said you can opt-out of comprehensive sex 
education for just family values, not necessarily religious beliefs. James Maxwell said opting out of Health class 
for religious reasons is part of the health code.  
 
Dr. Jan March said that HIV/AIIDS is discussed through the whole unit, that it is hard to separate it from the 
rest of the material, that it is all one piece. Dr. March said you can opt out of section 6 FLASH which covers 
HIV education, or opt out of the Health course altogether for religious beliefs. James Maxwell said the choices 
are opting-out of all, or opting-out of FLASH unit 6.  
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Nadine Camara said that the new form now omits the table of contents of the course on the reverse side of the 
form, lacks the FLASH website link and therefore does not provide full disclosure. Jennifer Pardini commented 
on formatting, bullet points and complained about one person monopolizing the conversation. Div Harish said 
the link for FLASH needs to be on the notification form in order for parents to make an informed decision. Dr. 
March said that the approved version of FLASH in no longer available online.  
 
District Liaison James Maxwell said you don’t need the form to opt-out, just write a sentence and turn it in 
before the date. Kathleen Walter said the form is confusing about giving a date when you need to turn in the 
form. James Maxwell said it will be clear in the future and only a parent can turn in the form. Dianne Jones 
asked if it would be possible to send the form out twice, if it hasn’t been returned, providing another opportunity 
before the parent preview.  
 
Elizabeth Champion appreciates having this discussion about the notification form, noting that the first box on 
the Jr. High notification form is contradictory. Roxanna Sill asked when the date to return the form is. James 
Maxwell said during the registration process. Livia Quan mentioned that Secrets and Nightmare on Puberty 
Street have separate opt-out forms. Livia stated that as a parent, she is very disappointed that the new forms 
are not opt-in. James Maxwell said the old system is confusing, with only 10 children opting out.  
 
Kathy Velasco asked when the forms for Secrets and Nightmare go out. Kori Archibald asked what Secrets is. 
Anne Damron explained that Secrets is a free, educational theatre performance presented by Kaiser about 
HIV/AIDS for 9th grade except for Kennedy High School. Nadine Camara said that Secrets has to be available 
in the IMC, that it not being available is not following Ed Code because all curriculum and presentations need 
to be available in the library for review. James Maxwell said that Kaiser still does a parent preview here, saying 
that the permission slips should come from the science teachers after star testing. James Maxwell admits there 
are inconsistencies from school to school. 
 
Ann Keeler stated parent communication being so important, the FUSD should use the automated phone 
system for notifying parents about parent previews for sex education and for when sex education classes are 
starting. Ann said that she gets announcements from Centerville and Irvington about PTA surveys, report 
cards, and minimum day. Dr. March said that this is site funded.  
 
Susan Bewley said the dates should be printed out on the forms and updated dates should go out on the 
second round, the PTA newsletter should announce parent previews by appointment. Dr. March said 5 people 
showed up at the last parent preview. Susan O’Neill loves the automated phone announcement idea; no one 
can say they didn’t know. Susan O’Neil made suggested changes to the notification forms. Dr. March said she 
will check the Ed Code incase verbal is not in the Ed Code.  
 
Nadine Camara made suggested changes to the notification forms. Nadine said the Ed Code 51938 says 
parent’s right to request a copy of the law governing sex education must be on the forms. Dianne Jones 
supports the opt-out forms entirely and said there is a movement in the State Of California Legislature to make 
all sex education opt-out. Elizabeth Champion said that both of Kaisers’ permission slips should go out 2 
weeks in advance of the performances with a phone number for if parents have any questions. 
 
Roxanna Sill said that even if only a few show up for a parent preview, it costs nothing but time. Dr March said 
usually the teacher does the parent preview. District Liaison James Maxwell wondered did we do an adequate 
job of informing parents, we just don’t know. 
 
Kelleen Bush stated that the notification forms are not being given enough value, the forms being presented in 
a packet with a lot of other miscellaneous paperwork that doesn’t need to be turned in. Kelleen said the forms 
need to require signatures and be turned in to get their grades and schedules; otherwise the notification forms 
are not important enough to matter.  
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Div Harish said in the best interest of parents the policy should be opt-in, that the district should do the right 
thing, disclosure should be as clear as can be, and that the district should be held to a higher bar. Catherine 
Layden said the return of signed forms needs to be mandatory, to have enough importance attached to them, 
and she completely agrees with Kelleen’s opinion that parents may not give attention to forms that are not 
required to be returned. Nadine Camara said that the Kaiser videos need to be in the IMC library, that parents 
have the legal right to see them. Anne Damron asked Jennifer Pardini and Susan Bewley how they handle 
supplemental materials in the classroom. Jennifer Pardini said that a teacher can bring in any materials and 
therefore needs no district approval. Nadine Camara said that this is not the case with sex ed. Nadine said that 
all sex education materials including supplemental materials must be approved by the Board and available at 
the IMC for parents to preview. Anne Damron said she needs to research the subject because the rules 
regarding supplemental materials have changed. 
 
District Liaison James Maxwell, FUSD Director of Secondary Education reported the FLASH website has been 
updated. James Maxwell said that the health teachers will be meeting to review the new FLASH sex education 
curricula. James said the FLASH 2nd edition changes appear to be more about instruction than content. James 
said the health teachers will compare the old and new versions; the old version is in the binders and can still be 
used, but if the old version is used, the district cannot use the website address link because the material is 
different. James Maxwell said that the director from Seattle & King County Public Health Dept. will not allow the 
FUSD to post the old version of the FLASH material because it is now out-dated.  
 
There were no public comments. Nadine Camara said we can assume the district will want the newer FLASH 
2nd version for the updates on medical information. James Maxwell said there is not enough information yet to 
judge the new version of the FLASH curricula. Anne Damron said we are going to see a lot of digital updates 
and it will be interesting to watch. Dianne Jones asked what staff does with annual medical updates, do they 
get automatic approval. Susan Bewley said errors can be corrected with online text updates.  
 
Nadine Camara said the fact FLASH was a continually changing program with online updates was one of the 
reasons she opposed adoption. Nadine said the FLASH definitions were very controversial and taught an 
inappropriate definition of abstinence. Susan O’Neil said we need to respect the core of family and 
relationships. Catherine Layden said that the FLASH definitions were a major controversial issue during the 
review process. Nadine Camara said that Ivy Wu asked the Board to review the entire FLASH program in 
January. James Maxwell said we are going to review FLASH now. 
 
 
 
 
 
At 8:30 pm, M/S/A to end the meeting: unanimous. 
Minutes submitted by the Secretary Catherine Layden. 
Approved:   3/8/12 
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Fremont Unified School District 
Health & Sex Education Advisory Committee 

 
         Minutes of January 12, 2012 

 
Chairperson Anne Damron called the meeting to order at 7:01 pm in the FUSD Board Room. A quorum was present (14 
of 20) 14 with voting privileges. Attendees:  Kori Archibald, Susan Bewley, Elizabeth Champion, Anne Damron, Div 
Harish, James Ho, Dianne Jones, Catherine Layden, Jennifer Pardini, Susan O’Neil, Fernando Quezada, Roxanna Sill, 
Kathy Velasco, Kathleen Walter. District Liaison James Maxwell, FUSD Director of Secondary Education was present. 
Seven guests, Cathy Norman former HSEAC member, Marilyn Singer from the League of Women Voters, Alex Starr from 
the League of Women Voters,  FUSD Superintendent Dr. James Morris, FUSD Director of Assessment and Instruction Dr. 
Jan March, Megan Barrington a science teacher from Thornton Jr. High, and David P. Bonaccorsi, Esq., an attorney from 
Bernard, Balgley & Bonaccorsi, LLP were present. 

 
Dianne Jones made a motion to add an item to the agenda, an informational presentation of Jr. High and High school 
information sheets to be made during the new business part of the meeting. Elizabeth Champion seconded the motion. 
The motion passed. Anne Damron made a motion to approve the agenda. Catherine Layden seconded the motion. The 
motion passed.  
 
The minutes of December 8, 2011 were reviewed. James Ho made a motion to approve the minutes. Kathy Velasco 
seconded the motion. The motion passed with 2 abstentions (Jennifer Pardini and Fernando Quezada). 

 
Introductions were made. Anne Damron solicited guest comments. FUSD Superintendent Dr. James Morris said that this 
committee had some hard months and tough decisions to make, and thanked the committee for making remarkable 
progress. Dr. Morris passed out a data sheet on language diversity in the district. Dr. Morris said that there are 101 
different home languages spoken with ½ speaking English in the home.   
 
Anne Damron recapped the FUSD Board meeting of 12/14/11, during which the Board approved our revised 
recommendation for grades 4, 5, 6 with clear procedures, multiple opportunities for parents to review, and a professional 
development plan, to be in place this year. FUSD Director of Assessment and Instruction Dr. Jan March said the alternate 
lessons are the last piece being worked on. 
 
At 7:15 pm, Dave Bonaccorsi, Attorney at Law, gave a presentation to the HSEAC on the Ralph M. Brown Act. Dave 
Bonaccorsi passed out a handout to follow along with, which will be included in the minutes of this meeting. He said that 
the CA state legislative intent of the Brown Act is transparency in the conduct of legislative bodies with the purpose of 
holding open and public meetings. Dave said that Fremont is a General Law city, which is a creature of state statute. 
 
Dave Bonaccorsi said that the HSEAC was formed by formal action of the school board. Prop 59 elevated the Brown Act 
to the state constitution, requiring opportunities for public comments. He said action items must be put on the next 
agenda, instead of acted upon to give opportunity for public comment. Div Harish asked about time restrictions and 
deadlines. Dave said we can place reasonable restrictions on time for public comments, example from 3 minutes to 1 
minute as long as it’s uniform and content neutral.  
 
Dave Bonaccorsi said there must be no outside collective deliberations as the public has not had the right to participate, 
and no daisy chain conversations to encourage a majority. Dr. James Maxwell asked about lobbyists at the state capital. 
Dave said that lobbyists can facilitate violations of the Brown Act. Dave explained legal remedies for violations of the 
Brown Act, the court can invalidate actions, so the process would start over or if the action was intentional, there could be 
civil or criminal prosecution. Dave advised don’t get near the line, the process is important, so don’t raise the specter of 
improper behavior because the result is attacked by attacking the process, attaching a stigma. Dave talked about closed 
sessions, strict rules and best practices.  
 
Anne Damron apologized to guest Cathy Norman for restricting her public comments at previous meetings as we have 
learned that public comments must be solicited with every topic on the agenda. Div Harish asked about speaking with 
another member. Dave Bonaccorsi said talking is no problem, debriefing after the fact is OK, and one on one is OK, not 9 
other members. Deliberations should take place here for better public policy. Dianne Jones asked if it is OK to cultivate 
people to come to Board meetings. Dave said that is no violation of the Brown Act, just good old fashioned politics. 
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FUSD Superintendent Dr. James Morris asked if HSEAC email is subject to the Public Records Act. Dave Bonaccorsi said 
no, personal email is not subject to the Public Records Act, it only applies to FUSD email accounts. Anne Damron asked if 
we need to update our Bylaws to comply with the Brown Act. Dave said that the Brown Act applies whether or not it is in 
the Bylaws. Anne Damron asked if we should solicit comments from every member around the table in a discussion. Dave 
said that members can be silent; speaking is discretionary, with respectful meeting management.  

 
James Ho asked about an email passed to a 3rd person, up until the 9th or 10th. Dave Bonaccorsi said you will lose control 
of the math, use the phone instead. Dave said don’t sit together, avoid the perception, steer clear of deliberations. Guest 
Alex Starr said 5/0 votes with no comments give the perception of something wrong, suspicious, possible collusion. Guest 
Marilyn Singer said there are some elected bodies that have these unanimous votes with no discussion, which makes her 
question where are they making their decisions, it is so suspicious.  
 
Kathy Velasco asked about the post game wrap-up in the parking lot after the meetings. Dave Bonaccorsi said debriefing 
is fine, no violation of the Brown Act, but no strategizing for next time, or asking for changing votes or moving for 
reconsideration set in process.  Dave said the Brown Act applies to local California government. Anne Damron asked 
about the SURF Committee, not appointed by the School Board, 16-17 year olds, student group. Dave said the Brown Act 
does not apply to them. Dianne Jones said that when the School Board responds by email don’t forward, they respond 
individually.  
 
Anne Damron said HSEAC members should feel free to contact David, the attorney with questions. Anne reminded the 
committee of the Parent Preview for Secrets scheduled for Tuesday, 1/17/12 at 7 pm in the FUSD Board Room. 
 
FUSD Director of Assessment and Instruction Jan March began her presentation on the Draft Parent Notification forms. 
Dr. March passed out a handout of sample forms, a feedback form and notification forms which the teachers wish to use 
instead of permission slips. Dr. March said the forms need to follow the Ed Code, stating that the combined form of HIV/ 
AIDS and FLASH violate the Ed Code. She quickly went over the difference between opt-in and opt-out. District Liaison 
James Maxwell found the forms confusing, checking boxes in opposition. Dr. March said parents with religious reasons 
can opt-out altogether, in spite of the Health requirement for graduation and that parent notification forms will be part of 
the registration packet.  
 
Guest Megan Barrington, a science teacher from Thornton Jr. High said the teachers want the revised forms to make it 
easier for them. Guest Cathy Norman said she did opt-out for religious reasons and did not see a film, not even an 
alternative option on abstinence. Cathy Norman said the facts neglect to tell the pill is a class 1 carcinogen. Jennifer 
Pardini said she was contacted by teachers who ask us to please support the forms.  
 
Anne Damron said scan and email the feedback forms to her by 5 pm on Wednesday, January 18th. The Board is seeking 
the HSEAC overall feedback on the notification forms.  
 
Elizabeth Champion asked when FLASH was added as supplemental material for 9th grade. Dr. March said when the 
chapter in the adopted textbook was no longer medically accurate. Anne Damron said that in 9th grade there are 3 options 
and that those options must match the course catalog, 1 health, 2 opt out of section 6, 3 opt out altogether for religious 
beliefs. Elizabeth said the teachers want the signed forms back before she previewed it, which is always a problem, 
before the parent previews. District Liaison James Maxwell said you can opt out at the last second in writing. Dianne 
Jones said the form should be available at all parent previews.  
 
Susan Bewley said the FLASH link should be on the notification forms. Dr. March said the FLASH web site will shutdown 
in a couple of weeks for updates. Dr. March wants to put our version of FLASH on the FUSD web site.  

 
At 8:42 pm, M/S/A to end the meeting: unanimous. 
Minutes submitted by the Secretary Catherine Layden. 
Approved:    2/9/12 
 
 
 
Attachment of Brown Act handout 
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THE RALPH M. BROWN ACT (the "BROWN ACT") 
 

(California Government Code $$54950 et seq.) 
 

Presentation to the FUSD Health and Sex Education Committee (HSEAC) 
January l2, 2012 

 
                                       By:     David P. Bonaccorsi, Esq. 
                                                  Bernard, Balgley & Bonaccorsi, LLP 

           3900 NewPark Mall Road, Third Floor 
                                                  Newark, CA 94560 
                                                  Telephone: (510) 791.1888 
                                                  E-Mail: dbonaccorsi@3blawfirm.com 

 
I.           IT IS THE PEOPLE'S BUSINESS 
 

A.        Legislative Intent: Transparency In Conduct Of Legislative Bodies 
 

"In enacting (the Brown Act), the Legislature finds and declares that the public commissions 
boards, and councils.....in this State exist to aid in the conduct of the people's business: it is the 
intent of the law that their actions be taken openly and that their deliberations be conducted 
openly." (Gov. Code, $ 54950.) 
 

B.        The Public's Paramount Right To Know 
 

"The people of the State do not yield their sovereignty to the agencies which serve them. The 
people, in delegating authority, do not give their public servants the right to decide what is good 
for the people to know and what is not good for them to know. The people insist on remaining 
informed so that they may retain control over the instruments they have created." (Gov. Code, $ 
54950.) 
 
             C.        Open And Public Meetings 
 
"Al1 meetings of the legislative body of a local agency shall be open and public, and all persons 
shall be permitted to attend any meeting of the legislative body of a local agency..." 
(Gov. Code, $ 54953, subd. (a).) 
 
             D.       The HSEAC Is A Legislative Body 

 
As used in (the Brown Act), "legislative body" means:....(b) A ...committee...created by...formal 
action of a legislative body..." (Gov. Code, $54952, subd. (b).) 
 
 
 
 

1 
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II.       THE RIGHT OF PUBLIC ACCESS - MEANINGFUL PUBLIC PARTICIPATION 
 
           A.        Related Legislation: The California Public Records Act (Gov. Code, $6250 et 
                       seq.) 
 

     B.        Proposition 59 - Public Right of Access to Government Information: 
 

"The people have the right of access to information concerning the conduct of the people's 
business, and, therefore, the meetings of public bodies and the writings of public officials and 
agencies shall be open to public scrutiny." (California Constitution, Art. 1, $3, subd.(b)(l).) 
 
III.       HOW MEANINGFUL PUBLIC PARTICIPATION IS ENSURED 
 
             A.       Noticing of Agenda 
 
                        1.          The 72-Hour Notice Requirement For Regular Meetings 
                                     (Ed. Code, $35145, subd. (b); Gov. Code, $54954.2.) 
 
                        2.           The 24-Hour Notice Requirement For Special Meetings: (Gov. Code, 
                                      $ 54956) 
 
             B.       The Function Of An Agenda/Right Of Public Participation 
 
                        1.         Must Allow For Oral Communications On Matters Not On The 
                                    Agenda (Gov. Code, $54954.3, subd. (a).) 
 
                        2.         No Action Can Be Taken On Public Comment During Oral 
                                    Communications Or On Items Not Agendized (Gov. Code, $$54954.2, 
                                    subd. (b); 54954.3, subd. (a).) 
 
                        3.         Must Allow For Public Comments On Posted Items (Gov. Code, 
                                    $54954.3, subd. (a).) 
 
                        4.         Reasonable Speaker Time Restrictions (Gov. Code, $54954.3, subd.(b)) 
 
IV.       COLLECTIVE DELIBERATIONS MUST BE CONDUCTED IN PUBLIC 
 
"A majority of the members of a legislative body shall not, outside a meeting authorized by this 
chapter, use a series of communications of any kind, directly or through intermediaries, to 
discuss, deliberate, or take action on any item of business that is within the subject matter 
jurisdiction of the legislative body." - (See, generally, Gov. Code, $54954.2.) 
 
             A.      The Daisy Chain Sequence (Directly Or Indirectly) 
 
 
 

2 
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           B.      The Hub And Spoke Sequence (Directly Or Indirectly) 
 
                      1.         A local example: Wolfe v. City of Fremont (2006) 144 Cal.App.4th 533 
                                  (City staff met with councilmembers separately to discuss a change in 
                                  policy regarding police response to burglar alarms.) 
 
                      2.         California's Legislative Response to Wolfe v. City of Fremont: A 2008 
                                  amendment to the Brown Act allows members of a legislative body to 
                                  contact staff for information but prohibits the staff member as acting as a 
                                  conduit to indicate the views and concerns of other members of the 
                                  legislative body. (Gov. Code, $54952.2, subd. (b).) 
 
            C.     Some Permitted Limited Exceptions; Attending FUSD Board Meeting Or 
                     Social Function - But Avoid Discussing Matters Within Subject Matter 
                     Jurisdiction 
 
V.        REMEDIES/GOOD PUBLIC POLICY 
 
            A.         Invalidation/Civil Action To Enjoin Future Misconduct/Costs and Attorney’s                        
                         Fees/ Potential Criminal Punishment: (Gov. Code, $$54959, 54960,  65960.1,  
                         54960.5.) 
 
            B.         Good Public Policy: To Avoid Crossing The Line, Don't Get Near The Line 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
3 
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Fremont Unified School District 
Health & Sex Education Advisory Committee 

 
Minutes of December 8, 2011 

 
Chairperson Anne Damron called the meeting to order at 7:00 pm in the FUSD Board Room. A quorum was 
present (16 of 20) 16 with voting privileges. Attendees:  Kori Archibald, Susan Bewley, Lucienne Bouvier, 
Kelleen Bush, Nadine Camara, Anne Damron, James Ho, Dianne Jones, Ann Keeler, Catherine Layden, 
Jennifer Pardini, Susan O’Neil, Livia Quan, Roxanna Sill, Kathy Velasco, Kathleen Walter. District Liaison 
James Maxwell, FUSD Director of Secondary Education was present. Eight guests, Cathy Norman former 
HSEAC member, Marilyn Singer from the League of Women Voters, Alex Starr from the League of Women 
Voters, FUSD Assistant Superintendent of Instructional Services Deborah Sims, FUSD Superintendent Dr. 
James Morris, FUSD Director of Assessment and Instruction Jan March, Kari Weber, a 5th grade teacher from 
Niles Elementary, and Dan Carscadden, a teacher from Olivera Elementary were present. 

 
Jennifer Pardini made a motion to approve the agenda. Lucienne Bouvier seconded the motion. The motion 
was unanimously approved. 
 
The minutes of November 10, 2011 were reviewed. Lucienne Bouvier made a motion to approve the minutes. 
Kathy Velasco seconded the motion. The motion passed with 3 abstentions (Kathleen Walter, James Ho, and 
Nadine Camara). 

 
Introductions were made. Anne Damron solicited guest comments. Alex Starr from the League of Women 
Voters, not a Fremont resident, offered an informal 15 minute training presentation on the Brown Act. Cathy 
Norman, a former HSEAC member, said that the video we watched last meeting was not anatomically correct, 
that a baby was represented as a yellow circle as it was born; unborn children are not a little yellow circle and it 
is a terrible travesty to portray them as such. Nadine Camara said this was from “You, Your Body and 
Puberty”. 
 
Nadine Camara said the question was raised from the previous meeting if we fall under the Brown Act. Dr. 
Morris said that we hold public meetings and we were appointed by the School Board so that brings us under 
the Brown Act.  
 
Dianne Jones made a motion to accept the League offer of training on the Brown Act. Jennifer Pardini 
seconded the motion. Ann Keeler asked what makes the League of Women Voters an authority on the Brown 
Act. Alex Starr said that by answering the question she was violating the Brown Act, giving a brief overview of 
the League’s mission statement and activities. Alex Starr said that at the state level, they lobby every member 
of Congress. Anne Damron said we post the agenda to satisfy the Brown Act. Nadine Camara said that any 
Brown Act training class should be given to the HSEAC by an attorney and not a national lobby group. A vote 
was taken:  7 yes, 8 no, with 1 abstention. The motion failed. 
 
FUSD Superintendent Dr. James Morris spoke about the Superintendent’s Revised Recommendation for Sex 
Education Curricula for Grades 4, 5, 6. Dr. Morris said the Board adopted the Grade 4 & 5 curricula as 
presented with stipulations and concerns. Dr. Morris held subsequent meetings with staff and teachers and 
came here to present his revised recommendations for the review of the HSEAC for written feedback. 
 
Dr. Morris said in summary, they re-looked at the 5th grade material “Growing Up Comes First: Puberty 
Education” and found it better suited as 6th grade curricula, streamlined it to 5 lessons and moved it up to 6th 
grade. The previously recommended 6th grade material “You, Your Body and Puberty” was moved down to 5th 
grade. All FLASH lessons were removed. The “You, Your Body and Puberty” DVD plus FLASH lessons were 
too cumbersome, the DVD was better presented in 5th grade along with its own instructional materials, and the 
FLASH “Values Questions & Protocols” were removed from all teacher materials. 
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Dr. Morris had the HSEAC break into 3 groups to review the material by grade level. The process was 
arranged to take 15 minutes for each station with teachers Kari Weber and Dan Carscadden, and FUSD 
Director of Assessment and Instruction Jan March. There were forms for HSEAC members to fill out for 
feedback to the FUSD Board that would be included in the public comments in the Board packets. The 
committee members reassembled at 8:30 pm, to continue discussion and finish filling out the feedback forms.  
 
Roxanna Sill said that she had not seen the DVDs and did not feel comfortable voicing an opinion without more 
knowledge of the material. Nadine Camara offered to burn a DVD of “Growing Up Comes First” for her and 
Anne Damron said that the materials will be available for viewing in the IMC by appointment but you would 
need your own laptop to watch the DVDs.    
 
Anne Damron said that there will be two sets of materials for each school for parent preview, so parents could 
view the materials at their own school instead of having to visit the IMC. Nadine Camara suggested for all 
binders including a cover sheet noting a DVD is included with the program in case it is missing from the binder 
so parents know to ask for it, and a table of contents of the DVDs should itemize titles of the animated videos 
such as Physiology of Males, Lets Take a Closer Look. Nadine said that PowerPoint images were removed 
from the 6th grade, “Growing Up Comes First” binders, and that these images need to be included in the 
binders to meet Ed Code parental disclosure requirements.  
 
FUSD Director of Assessment and Instruction Jan March said there is a $15,000.00 cost estimate for 6 sets of 
binders for 26 schools, including $200 per school for 4th grade as well as additional printing costs for the parent 
brochure. Nadine Camara stated that this cost was expensive since the cost of “Growing Up Comes First” was 
only $40.00. Dr. Morris said he would come back with a clear answer of the breakdown in the budget of 
estimated costs prior to the FUSD Board meeting.  
 
Kori Archibald said that she found some of the lessons to be controversial and she would like the option of 
being able to opt into some lessons but not all of them. Dr. Morris said that would be a difficult management 
issue, it’s cleaner to say, you’re in or you’re out. Nadine Camara agreed that trying to micromanage that would 
be a mess and she noted how it is already difficult for the district to comply with parental opt-out requests. 
 
Anne Damron did a time check, and said to please finish up the comment sheets and turn them in before you 
leave, and conversations would continue after the official end of the meeting. 
 
 

 
At 8:40 pm, M/S/A to end the meeting: unanimous. 
Minutes submitted by the Secretary Catherine Layden. 
Approved:    01/12/12 
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Fremont Unified School District 
Health & Sex Education Advisory Committee 

 
Minutes of November 10, 2011 

 
Chairperson Anne Damron called the meeting to order at 7:00 pm in the Magnolia Room, FUSD 
Office. A quorum was present (17 of 20) 17 with voting privileges. Attendees:  Kori Archibald, Susan 
Bewley, Lucienne Bouvier, Kelleen Bush, Nadine Camara, Elizabeth Champion, Anne Damron, Div 
Harish, Dianne Jones, Ann Keeler, Catherine Layden, Jennifer Pardini, Susan O’Neil, Livia Quan, 
Fernando Quezada, Talya Ruffin, Kathy Velasco. District Liaison James Maxwell, FUSD Director of 
Secondary Education was present. Eight guests, Cathy Norman former HSEAC member, Marilyn 
Singer from the League of Women Voters, Deborah Sims, FUSD Assistant Superintendent of 
Instructional Services, Antoinette Schlobohm, a 6th grade teacher from Ardenwood Elementary, Jan 
March, FUSD Director of Assessment and Instruction, Tiffanie Reed Ali and David Ali, parents and 
Hiu Ng, parent were present. 

 
Dianne Jones made a motion to approve the agenda. Elizabeth Champion seconded the motion. The 
motion was approved with 1 abstention (Nadine Camara). 
 
The minutes of October 13, 2011 were reviewed. Elizabeth Champion made a motion to approve the 
amended minutes. Jennifer Pardini seconded the motion. The motion passed with 1 abstention 
(Susan O’Neil). 

 
Introductions were made. Anne Damron solicited guest comments. Hiu Ng, parent, said that we do 
need to educate our students because of teen pregnancy, but questions whether or not the amount of 
time devoted to sex education is appropriate as it will be taught in 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th, 8th, and 9th grades. 
Hiu said allow parents to opt out, spend extra time on the arts, be more efficient and get it done 
faster. David and Tiffany Ali spoke about overcrowding in the Mission Schools. They want to meet the 
Superintendent and go on the record about overcrowding. James Maxwell Director of Secondary 
Education said that they missed the School Board meeting last night, and gave them his card to help 
them make the connection and then they left.  

 
Anne Damron reported on the FUSD Board Meeting of October 26, 2011. The School Board acted to 
approve the Teacher’s Committee recommended curriculum for Grades 4, 5, with stipulations, subject 
to letters to parents and the Parent Preview presentation. The School Board returned the 6th grade 
program to the HSEAC in an effort to get a consensus. Discussion of the proposed Teacher’s 
Curriculum for Grade 6 was opened. Nadine Camara observed that the Program Binders do not show 
the Teacher’s edition.  
 
Ann Keeler was concerned about the FLASH “Values Questions & Protocols” in the Teacher’s section 
guidelines. One of the questions was about masturbation, which Ann said was a delicate issue and 
that information should go to the parents for full disclosure, that they were training the teachers to 
answer that question. Antoinette Schlobohm said this is part of teacher training, not curriculum, which 
shows how to deflect sensitive questions. Dr. Jan March said all grade levels will have FLASH 
“Values Questions & Protocols” for teacher use only.  
 
Nadine Camara stated that controversial questions should be passed to parents. Nadine said full 
disclosure needs to be made to parents because male erection and ejaculation will be taught to girls 
in 5th grade. Nadine said, during the Board meeting Larry Sweeney said that he would not approve 
the programs for 4th, 5th, or 6th grades without full disclosure to parents. Nadine said parents need to 
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see the complete curriculum or you would be evading the Ed Code by not having the full curriculum 
available at the Parent Preview or the IMC.   
 
Dianne Jones said the teachers were very specific about not answering explicit questions. Dianne 
said that the whole idea is to create a safe environment for students to ask questions and if we shut 
that down we are doing them a disservice. Dianne Jones said parents should trust our teachers, or 
they should opt out. Dianne said if the questions are considered inappropriate, then children have no 
opportunity to ask them. 
 
Div Harish said there must be full disclosure including the teacher’s guidelines. Div said that parents 
are the primary resource of education. Div said that full disclosure includes what may or may not be 
shown, covered or said and that there needs to be multiple copies available for parents to review.  
 
Jennifer Pardini said that FLASH “Values Questions & Protocols” are for teachers, not curriculum. 
Jennifer said that she is personally offended as an educator with a credential, they are professionals 
and they decide what an appropriate topic for the classroom is. Jennifer said you can’t control what 
comes out of her mouth and if you are that concerned about what comes out of her mouth then you 
should home school your child. Elizabeth Champion asked why inappropriate questions are included 
in the Program Binder. Elizabeth said that the FLASH “Values Questions & Protocols” are not 
appropriate for all grade levels.  
 
Dr. Jan March said teachers will give honest answers, not value judgments. Dr. March said that the 
sample questions are not for 4th grade, but sample factual answers if a question comes up for 
responsible teachers at a particular grade level. This creates a forum or safe place for asking 
questions. All the principals will be trained first, should a teacher miss training, the principal is 
responsible. 
 
Livia Quan said these controversial topics could be approached in the classroom by asking what do 
people in society think about this and she would have a problem with that. Div Harish said with the 
teacher guidelines, a teacher may have the discretion to discuss in the classroom whether or not it is 
appropriate to have sex in high school. Div said if this is so, parents need full disclosure. Dr. March 
said she has never had a complaint from a parent. Div asked how would they know. 
 
Nadine Camara said if parents are shown a video, and PowerPoint presentation, and not the 
curriculum at the parent preview, then the Binders must be at the IMC. Nadine asked if the FLASH 
“Values Questions & Protocols” will be in the IMC Binder and asked about teachers who do not get 
the training for the questions. Dr. March said they will not show the Teacher’s Edition to parents. 
Parents will be shown what the students will see. Dr. March said that principals are responsible if 
teachers are not trained. Antoinette Schlobohm said that all the teachers will want to attend the 
training for the new curriculum. Nadine asked if the lesson plans will be available for parent review. 
Dr. March said no. Nadine Camara said that this is a violation of the Ed Code. Anne Damron tabled 
the discussion. Div Harish said we should not gloss over the most controversial and important part 
which is the teacher’s editions. Anne Damron will have them get back to us on this. 
 
At 7:40 pm, Dr. Jan March and Antoinette Schlobohm presented the PowerPoint presentation 
“Elementary Health and Sex Education Grade 6 Curriculum Proposal” and the DVDs “You, Your Body 
and Puberty”, male version for males, female version for females. Lessons 3a & b were collapsed, so 
there will be 6 lessons instead of 7. Children will be separated by gender for lessons and DVDs but 
will receive all information.  There will be multiple opportunities for answering anonymous questions.  
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Div Harish asked about the mandatory reporting guidelines. Dr. March said there is training every 
year.  Dianne Jones quoted CA Ed Code 51938-1, stating that it does not specify lesson plans.  
 
Nadine confirmed that no lesson plans will be made available to parents. 
 
Lucienne Bouvier said to clarify, the controversial topics, masturbation, abortion and contraception 
are not covered in lesson plans, and are only used as examples in the teacher training, so it shouldn’t 
be an issue. Lucienne agrees with Jennifer, that teachers would be highly offended by not being 
trusted to properly handle discussion of controversial material. Lucienne likes teacher training for 
mandated reporters to keep kids safe. Student member, Fernando Quezada said that 2 years ago the 
teacher handled it well and he never witnessed any problems in his health program but this is more 
informative. 
 
Ann Keeler said the FLASH “Values Questions & Protocols” are guidelines to handle controversial 
questions, so when the subject of masturbation comes up, the teacher references the guidelines to 
find out here is how I can answer this question. When is this age appropriate? Anne Damron 
explained about the 8 steps of modeled answering. Steps include affirming the question, to legitimize 
it, appropriate response for these grades.  
 
Nadine Camara said the Board asked about the FLASH “Values Questions & Protocols”. Dr. March 
said they did not remove it from the 4th and 5th grade programs. Jennifer Pardini said it is teacher 
material. Nadine said the controversial material is not taught but discussed. Ann Keeler said it leaves 
the door open, creates a grey area, and an open interpretation. Dr. March admitted this is true. At the 
elementary level, they would field questions but are not teaching anything not covered in the material.  
 
Nadine Camara pointed out that the Teacher’s Committee was altering copyrighted material from 
“Growing Up Comes First” on the draft pamphlet. Anne Damron said hold that thought, we will go 
back to it. Kori Archibald said why include the FLASH “Values Questions & Protocols”; make new 
ones for 4th grade. Dr. March said the Teacher Committee chose it.  
 
Susan O’Neil said the foot is in the door, it has nothing to do with the capabilities of teachers who 
have a special calling, and have a special trust.  She said mandates are the problem, who came up 
with these answers, what would you say to a 4th grader, she would rather be more conservative, it is 
the opinionated take on it, values on sexuality need to come from the home environment. Susan said 
if exposed to something, children will not necessarily come home and tell, but the family lives with the 
results of what kids hear, sometimes the results of experimentation. Parents resent the bombardment 
of information from the media; home is the last bastion/safe place. The threat of content is the 
opinions that come through; parents don’t want their children exposed to what someone else thinks. 
Susan said parents want to protect their children. Susan said that the FLASH “Values Questions & 
Protocols” do not take into account what parents feel. Susan worries for the children of busy 
uninformed parents.  
 
Anne Damron did a time check, we need something for the Board and we still need to talk about Dr. 
March’s draft handouts.  Elizabeth Champion said 4th grade is separated and see only their own 
gender, 5th and 6th grade see both gender materials but are separated while taught. Elizabeth said 
that when her son was in 7th grade, she saw the whole book. It was offered in the past, full lesson 
plans should be made available like it was for her. 
 
Dr. March said the lessons plans are not included because they are a teacher reference. Anne 
Damron said the Binders have very little content, just handouts. Nadine Camara said the 5th grade 
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Binder was much more filled out. Jennifer Pardini said professionals reviewed and decided what was 
chosen. Jennifer said parents have no control when their children leave the house but should monitor 
what they see at home.  
 
Div Harish appreciates Susan’s comments. He is not opposed to sex education but is concerned 
about opinions and value guidelines. Div gave the examples of factually based content that 50% of 
students have sex in high school and high school pregnancy rates and abortion percentages. Div has 
objections to these facts being discussed in the classroom. Div said that our feedback is being 
rejected and asked what are we doing here?  
 
Kori Archibald said she may not agree with what you think is OK, teachers are trusted adults, and she 
has had her kids argue with her about what another trusted adult said. Kori asked Dr. March to 
distinguish between sex and sexuality. Dr. March said gender and how we see ourselves in society, 
to understand they are not the same, beginning work on vocabulary. Dr. March requested the 
committee re-review the vote on the package for 6th grade with the recommendation that the FLASH 
“Values Questions & Protocols” be rewritten without examples, just leave the 8 steps. 
 
Dianne Jones moved that we approve the 6th grade curriculum as presented. Jennifer Pardini 
seconded the motion.  
 
Lucienne Bouvier said the discussion of any expression of values is not happening in the curriculum 
so she does not understand how this is different from any health class. Lucienne asked if value 
discussions happen in the classroom. Dr. March said it comes up all the time. She said a child came 
in to school and reported that her mother just had an abortion; teachers try to keep it a private 
conversation. Livia Quan noted that values are hanging everyone up. Livia asked if there are teacher 
guidelines for what is age appropriate at each grade level. Dr. March said she only knows of the CA 
health framework by grade. 
 
Nadine Camara said she would vote against the motion because FLASH is available online, strict 
controls don’t work, FLASH is updated frequently; curriculum changes would not be approved by the 
Board. Nadine does not approve of 6th grade girls labeling male genitalia, or 5th grade girls watching 
erection and ejaculation animation. Nadine said parents will not be allowed to see all the lesson 
plans. The District has the obligation of full disclosure, Nadine asked if it is medically accurate, and 
teacher approved, why shouldn’t parents see it. She said the FLASH “Values Questions & Protocols” 
should not be a bargaining chip. Nadine said it should be the parent’s choice if the material is age 
appropriate. 
 
Elizabeth Champion called the question. The vote count was 7 yes, 10 no, the motion failed. It took 
two tries to get a correct count.  
 
Dianne Jones modified her motion to approve the curriculum as presented except pulling out the 
FLASH “Values Questions & Protocols”, so they can rework the values to reflect grade appropriate 
responses to controversial questions with a list of topics off the table. Fernando Quezada seconded 
the motion. Dr. March said it is an impossible task to list topics off the table, and would rather remove 
the examples from the FLASH “Values Questions & Protocols” and add the list of 8 steps to 
answering difficult questions. Dianne Jones accepted Dr. March’s amendment to her motion. The 
amended motion is to approve the curriculum as presented except for the FLASH “Values Questions 
& Protocols” which will be replaced with the list of 8 steps to answering difficult questions. 
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Nadine Camara said she does not believe that some of the material is age appropriate for the 
opposite sex, but her biggest problem with the curriculum is the secrecy and lack of full parental 
disclosure. 
 
Elizabeth Champion called the question. The vote count was 8 yes, 9 no, the motion failed. 
 
Anne Damron will send an email regarding the draft handouts we did not have time to review. Please 
review them and send feedback. 

 
 

 
At 9:20 pm, M/S/A to end the meeting: unanimous. 
Minutes submitted by the Secretary Catherine Layden. 
Approved:  12/8/11 
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Fremont Unified School District 
Health & Sex Education Advisory Committee 

 
Minutes of October 13, 2011 

 
Chairperson Anne Damron called the meeting to order at 7:01 pm in the FUSD Board Room. A quorum was 
present (17 of 20) 17 with voting privileges. Attendees:  Kori Archibald, Susan Bewley, Kelleen Bush, Nadine 
Camara, Elizabeth Champion, Anne Damron, Div Harish, James Ho, Dianne Jones, Ann Keeler, Catherine 
Layden, Jennifer Pardini, Livia Quan, Fernando Quezada, Roxanna Sill, Kathy Velasco and Kathleen Walter. 
District Liaison James Maxwell, FUSD Director of Secondary Education was present. Three guests, Cathy 
Norman former HSEAC member, FUSD Superintendent Dr James Morris, and Marilyn Singer from the League 
of Women Voters were present. 
 
Jennifer Pardini made a motion to approve the agenda. Dianne Jones seconded the motion. The motion was 
approved unanimously.  
 
The minutes of September 29, 2011 were reviewed. Dianne Jones made a motion to approve the amended 
minutes. Kathleen Walter seconded the motion. The motion passed with 3 abstentions. 

 
Introductions were made. Anne Damron solicited guest comments. Cathy Norman said the purpose of this 
committee is to get community input, and limiting comments to a particular time in the meeting makes it very 
hard for community members to effectively comment. Nadine Camara said that there is nothing in the Bylaws 
that limit guests to a particular time and that limiting guests to speaking only once is against the spirit of why 
the Board formed the committee. Nadine said the HSEAC was formed as a venue for the community to give 
input on Sex Ed. The Brown Act was referenced. Anne Damron said she would look into it. FUSD Director of 
Secondary Ed and Board Liaison James Maxwell said that he was not sure if this committee was under the 
Brown Act and he needed to look into it. 

 
Anne Damron reported on the FUSD Board Meeting of October 12, 2011. Anne explained how our normal 
annual report was pushed out from late May 2011 to last night. At the Board meeting last night, the wrong 
HSEAC PowerPoint presentation was on the computer. The reported votes were correct—only background 
information on one slide was incorrect. The Board members asked questions and gave feedback. The Board 
members are looking forward to the presentation from the Teacher’s Committee on October 26th. The FUSD 
Board Meeting will be rebroadcast on Comcast channel 26 EDTV on Friday at 10 am or you can borrow the 
DVD of the meeting from the Superintendent’s office.  
 
FUSD Superintendent Dr James Morris suggested 3 new Board Directives for the HSEAC. One was about 
standardizing procedures including parent communication and languages. Second was implementation of 
standardized parent packets, permission slips with the scheduling of parent previews and the specifics of what 
will be covered in writing. With the staffing and organizational changes, there is confusion over the permission 
slips. Third was doing a district evaluation of the effectiveness of the Sex Education programs already in place.  
 
Anne Damron gave a quick overview of the upcoming FUSD Board vote on Sex Education for Grades 4,5,6 
scheduled for October 26th. They are going to see the Teacher’s Committee Presentation first, and then the 
Board wants an HSEAC presentation giving feedback on the Teachers Program. Jennifer Pardini, a new 
HSEAC member, asked how to get up to speed with reviewing the materials. Anne Damron said to call and 
make an appointment at the IMC where the binder containing the Teacher’s Committee recommended 
curriculum may be reviewed. Nadine Camara said that in addition to the Teacher’s Committee presentation 
and the HSEAC presentation giving feedback on the Teacher’s Committee recommended curriculum, the 
FUSD Board will be voting for a Sex Ed program for Grades 4,5,6.  Nadine asked if the vote will be only for the 
Teacher’s program.  Dr Morris said that there will be a vote based on his recommendation to the Board. Dr 
Morris did not reveal which program he will be recommending. 
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At our HSEAC meeting, Anne Damron had binders on the table of the Teacher’s Committee recommended 
curriculum for Grades 4,5,6 available for HSEAC members to review. One binder was missing. Dr March was 
not present to clarify the situation. Nadine Camara said that 3 small binders were previously presented to us, 
and that the binders that Anne Damron had brought were not the same binders as before. Dr Morris thought 
we had all the binders here. The confusion was discussed.  There was discussion about how the Teacher’s 
Program binder was labeled poorly and how the 6th grade “You, Your Body, and Puberty” was incorrectly 
placed in 4th and 5th grades in the binder that was brought to our meeting.  Nadine said that the Teacher’s 
Committee PowerPoint presentation said there would be 5 lessons for the 6th grade FLASH program, but the 
Teachers did not label which lessons of the FLASH program were included.  It was noted that FLASH lessons 
are available online, and could be reviewed at home if we knew which lessons were selected.  Anne Damron 
reviewed the Teacher’s binders and said all grade levels will have FLASH “Values Questions & Protocols” for 
teacher use only. Anne Damron said the 6th grade program will have a lesson and movie on “You, Your Body, 
and Puberty,” and the following FLASH Lessons:   
 

Lesson #1: Introduction (Overview) 
Lesson #7: Sexual Exploitation, Day 1 (Focus on personal boundaries, safe and unsafe touch)  
Lesson #8: Sexual Exploitation, Day 2 (Focus on personal boundaries, getting help) 
Lesson #9: Puberty, Day 1 (Focus on physical, emotional and social changes during puberty) 
[the DVD "You, Your Body and Puberty" would be used in conjunction with this unit)] 
Lesson #10: Puberty, Day 2 (Focus on positive attitude towards changes during puberty and   
individuality) 
Lesson #11: Reproductive System, Day 1 (Focus on reproductive system and terminology) 

 
Nadine Camara made a motion to form 2 HSEAC subcommittees for the HSEAC report to the FUSD Board on 
the Teacher’s Committee recommended curriculum for Grades 4,5,6, one subcommittee would gather HSEAC 
member comments that are pro(likes), the other subcommittee would gather HSEAC member comments that 
are con(dislikes). Discussion followed. Anne Damron stated that the cover sheet on the Binder from the 
Teacher’s Committee recommended curriculum for Grades 4,5,6 was misleading and not organized well. Anne 
gave a quick overview of the contents of the binder. Anne said that student learning objectives are important 
buzz words.  
 
District Liaison James Maxwell, FUSD Director of Secondary Education said he can see why the Teacher’s 
Committee recommended curriculum for Grades 4,5,6 is confusing, they piecemealed things together maybe in 
an effort to support standards. It was noted that only 50% of the HSEAC was present at the Teacher’s 
Committee presentation to the HSEAC. Nadine dropped the 1st motion. 
 
Nadine Camara moved that 2 members of HSEAC be selected to collect by email, one pro statements, one 
con statements for the Teacher’s Committee recommended curriculum, both would also gather HSEAC 
member recommendations to the FUSD Board for elementary school Sex Ed. The HSEAC member pro/cons 
and recommendations to the Board would be forwarded to the chairperson to compile into an HSEAC 
presentation to the Board at the next FUSD Board meeting. Catherine Layden seconded the motion. Dianne 
Jones had email concerns. Anne Damron said that it takes more than 2 people to make a subcommittee. 
Dianne Jones said we could reconvene in one week and vote. Cathy Layden suggested making bigger 
subcommittees. There was more discussion, some members are not ready to vote on this, feeling pressured 
and rushed.   
 
Kathleen Walter said she does not understand the procedure policy changes and staff changes. Nadine 
Camara said that the Teacher’s Committee will make their presentation. The Board might vote for something 
else. Div Harish expressed frustration that half the HSEAC, the new members have not seen the material. 
Elizabeth Champion said the FUSD Board meets every two weeks; can we put it off a week or two? Anne 
Damron said there is pressure for open public meetings and staff timelines for Board packet preparation.  
 
Elizabeth Champion said this material is controversial and been postponed before, that Dr Morris postponed it 
again from the last Board meeting. Nadine Camara called the question. Roxanna Sill said she hasn’t had time 
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to review everything and is not prepared. Anne Damron reminded that the Board packets need to be prepared 
in advance. Nadine said the motion is on the floor. The vote count was 9 yes, 8 no, the motion passed. Nadine 
Camara reminded that the FUSD Board vote for elementary school Sex Ed. is coming on October 26th, and the 
vote has been postponed before, so there is little chance that the Board will postpone the vote again to give 
more time to the HSEAC to prepare a presentation reviewing the Teacher presentation.  
 
Livia Quan said we have a board directive, they want our feedback. Anne Damron said we have 5 days, Friday 
through Tuesday. Anne asked our schedules. Discussion followed regarding the collection of comments. Div 
Harish said regarding the openness of public meetings, 50% of the HSEAC members have not seen the 
material. Anne Damron said she will make the IMC available Monday and Tuesday from 2 pm – 8:30 pm on 
both days by her own presence. 
 
The committee elected Anne Damron to collect the pro and con email for the Board Presentation. This was 
agreed upon but not voted on. Dr Maxwell said that email to the HSEAC Chair is fine but discussion between 
members may be a problem because of the Brown Act. Anne Damron will send an email Monday afternoon. 
Elizabeth Champion suggested bullet points for the presentation.  
 
4/5/6 FLASH curriculum is available online. See link: 
http://www.kingcounty.gov/healthservices/health/personal/famplan/educators/flash.aspx 
 
Anne Damron said the deadline for our comments is Tuesday, 10/18/11 at midnight. Susan Bewley suggested 
the comments be broken down by grade. Anne Damron will use the Teacher’s slides to help format for 
consistency. 
 
4th Grade  “Looking Ahead: About Boys/Girls” movie and lessons 
5th Grade  “Growing Up Comes First” animation and lessons 
6th Grade  “You, Your Body and Puberty” movie and lessons, and selected lessons from 4/5/6 FLASH 
 
Nadine Camara said before HSEAC members go to the IMC to review the Teacher’s Program, we need to 
resolve the binder confusion with lessons appearing in the Teacher’s Binder that are out of place, and with the 
incorrect cover. Ann Damron said there was a small 5th grade binder that was missing. Livia Quan suggested 
reviewing only the big binder with the wrong cover, instead of the miscellaneous small ones.  
 
Div Harish said he appreciated Anne’s efforts but it was 8:30 and he needed to leave. It was noted that we still 
needed to elect the Chairperson and Secretary. Nadine Camara made a motion to elect Anne Damron as 
Chair and Catherine Layden as Secretary. Elizabeth Champion seconded the motion. The motion passed 
unanimously.  
 
Anne Damron issued an invitation to the committee to attend the FUSD Board meeting on Wednesday,  
October 26, 2011. Check the agenda online at 2pm the Friday before the meeting.  
 

 
 
At 8:35 pm, M/S/A to end the meeting: unanimous. 
Minutes submitted by the Secretary Catherine Layden. 
Approved:  11/10/11 
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Fremont Unified School District 
Health & Sex Education Advisory Committee 

 
Minutes of September 29, 2011 

 
Chairperson Anne Damron called the meeting to order at 7:00 pm in the FUSD Magnolia Room. A 
quorum was present (17 of 20) 17 with voting privileges. Attendees:  Kori Archibald, Susan Bewley, 
Lucienne Bouvier, Kelleen Bush, Nadine Camara, Anne Damron, James Ho, Dianne Jones, Ann 
Keeler, Catherine Layden, Susan O’Neil, Livia Quan, Fernando Quezada, Talya Ruffin, Roxanna Sill,  
Kathy Velasco and Kathleen Walter. District Liaison James Maxwell, FUSD Director of Secondary 
Education was present. Five guests, Cathy Norman former HSEAC member, FUSD Superintendent 
Dr James Morris, Deborah Sims, FUSD Assistant Superintendent of Instructional Services, Carol Zilli 
former HSEAC member, and Jan March,  FUSD Director of Assessment and Instruction were 
present. 
 
New member packets were distributed. 
 
The minutes of September 8, 2011 were reviewed. Lucienne Bouvier made a motion to approve the 
amended minutes. Student member, James Ho seconded the motion. The motion passed. 

 
Introductions were made. 
 
The HSEAC mission statement and Board Directive for Grades 4, 5, 6 were reviewed.  There was 
discussion that our HSEAC School Board Annual Report and Presentation on those Board directives 
has not been scheduled.  
 
Jan March, FUSD Director of Assessment and Instruction, from the Teacher’s Committee presented 
the teacher recommended DVD for 4th grade, “Looking Ahead” all 3 parts of the boys version and only 
one part (part 3) of the girls version was shown to the HSEAC members. The review and discussion 
of the “Looking Ahead” DVD was a continuation of the Teacher’s Committee presentation from June 
2011 and the DVD completed the Teacher’s Committee presentation for Sex Ed Curriculum for 
Grades 4, 5, 6.  Jan March said that the instruction of the “Looking Ahead” DVD and accompanying 
lessons will have boys and girls completely separated. She said permission slips will go out to 
parents for just part three, the human reproduction section of “Looking Ahead.” Jan March stated that 
parts 1 and 2 of the DVD are on hygiene and social emotional development, and parental permission 
was not needed, so that all students will be presented the sections on hygiene. The 4th Grade 
“Looking Ahead” program also contains 3 lessons in addition to the DVD.  The lesson binders were 
passed around for HSEAC members to take a glance.  The 4th grade “Looking Ahead” binders include 
Questions and Answers for teachers obtained from FLASH curriculum. Jan March also presented the 
Teacher’s Committee PowerPoint presentation of the pros and cons for 5th grade recommendation of 
the Utah Planned Parenthood program, “Growing Up Comes First” and selected lessons from 4/5/6 
FLASH curriculum recommendation for 6th grade.  FLASH curriculum is available online. See link: 
 
http://www.kingcounty.gov/healthservices/health/personal/famplan/educators/flash.aspx 
 
Discussion followed. Lucienne Bouvier said that this curriculum was more Health Ed than Sex Ed. 
Lucienne said that it’s not fair in stating that boys will be interested in girls, what about same sex 
attraction, in defining normal, it can’t be discriminatory. Dianne Jones said the use of the food 
pyramid is outdated; they should be using the food plate. 
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Jan March said that they were thinking of taking the words Sex Ed. off the permission slips and using 
the words Puberty Education instead of Sex Education in order to obtain more parent approval. 
 
Carol Zilli said that full disclosure is needed for parents on the new Teacher’s Committee permission 
slips and if reproduction is taught then it is sex education. Carol said that human reproduction is not 
mandated for 4th grade so why include it? Carol asked what alternate activity will be scheduled for opt 
outs? She is concerned that opt out students will be ridiculed. Carol also noted that in “Looking 
Ahead” the film never said parents, only friends and adults. Nadine Camara said that teaching human 
reproduction is Sex Ed, and if the district teaches human reproduction, then they should be careful 
with mislabeling Sex Ed programs as Puberty Education to obtain more parent approval.  Nadine said 
the district must comply with the State Ed. Code.  

 
Jan March said that the Teacher’s Committee wants to move presentation of Sex Ed. curriculum to 
January-March to separate it from April-June “Too Good for Drugs” program.  
 
Nadine Camara noted that Utah’s Planned Parenthood program “Growing Up Comes First” has 
separate sections for each grades 4, 5, 6. Nadine asked Jan March if the Teacher’s Committee was 
aware that they are recommending 6th grade material to be presented in 5th grade Sex Ed. Jan March 
said that the teachers reviewed the curriculum before making the recommendation.   
 
Dianne Jones said that she was impressed with how thorough the Teacher’s Committee was, but was 
concerned with 6th graders missing important information on STDs. Dianne quoted statistics for at risk 
kids in Alameda County, reflecting an increase in STDs by the end of 7th grade.  
 
Cathy Norman said that teachers need to identify at risk children and work individually with them, that 
there is evidence that combining the innocent with at risk children is bad. Jan March asked to share 
Dianne Jones statistics with the teachers. Ann Keeler said that when a 4th&5th grade child is sexually 
active, it is likely because of a bad or abusive older influence. Ann said the number of children 
experiencing sexual activity at this age is small in comparison to the majority of children who have not 
been exposed to sex.  She said by giving Sex Ed. to the whole, it would provide information that is not 
age appropriate which will influence them in ways they are not ready for, at this age children act out 
and mimic what they see. 
 
Ann Keeler said the children involved in sexual activity need help, however, teaching Sex Ed to all 
4th&5th graders, to reach the few, is not the best way to reach out to at risk children. Ann suggested 
that teachers and staff be educated on the warning signs and then let a qualified counselor reach out 
to them. Cathy Norman said that you would hurt a lot of children by trying to help a minority; instead 
teachers need information about signs to look for in body language on the playground for at risk 
children. 
 
Carol Zilli said that more character education is needed. She said there are different maturation levels 
with children, that there are deeper issues with at risk children, the damage is internal. The word 
abstinence is important. Carol explained that you are more than your sexuality; character education 
needs to be integrated with Sex Ed. We need a clear focus, are we pursuing risk avoidance or risk 
reduction? Children need self respect, to learn that sex is not love. Their frontal lobe brain 
development is not ready for sex. Jan March said that they could run the character education Head, 
Heart, Hands program longer. 
 
Lucienne Bouvier was appalled that there was talk of only wanting to give information to “bad” kids. 
Lucienne said that studies show that information introduced to teach children to learn to set limits, 
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and guidance so that children are not exploited is very important. Cathy Norman agreed with her that 
these things are important. Nadine Camara said that “Growing Up Comes First” teaches barriers and 
saying no without exposing children to information that most are too innocent and immature to 
receive. Nadine asked if the Teacher’s Committee had read any books on the 4th grade 
recommended reading list in the “Looking Ahead” curriculum. Jan March said no.  
 
Dianne Jones said that parents can opt out their innocent children from the program. Dianne said 
research shows that the reality is that we have a responsibility not to neglect the others; we need to 
give the information to those who need it.  Dianne is disappointed. She worries about the 6th graders; 
this age group is the most at risk for STDs. Dianne thinks that the end of 7th grade is too late and that 
kids need more than they are not emotionally ready to have sex. She said children need an 
understanding of the consequences of disease.  
 
Kori Archibald said that she is not comfortable with the Teacher’s Committee idea of leaving out the 
words Sex Ed. from the permission slips for elementary schools. Cathy Layden said that if they teach 
human reproduction then they have to say so. If they only teach puberty, then they can call it puberty 
education, but you can not deliberately mislead parents to get a higher attendance in the class.  
Dianne Jones said, be honest on permission slips, don’t be misleading.  New student member, 
Fernando Quezada, said using the word sex in permission slips would make more parents say no.  
Student member, James Ho said that removing Sex Ed from the title would be misleading parents, as 
Sex Ed. is being taught.   
 
Nadine Camara said that sex and sexual reproduction is discussed in FLASH, which has been 
incorporated into the Teacher’s Committee curriculum for 6th grade and is available online with even 
more detailed Sex Ed. lessons. Nadine said that “Growing Up Comes First” does not teach human 
reproduction; it sticks to puberty education. 
 
Lucienne Bouvier made a motion to vote to approve the teacher curriculum as it stands. Dianne 
Jones seconded the motion. Anne Damron said she would collect HSEAC member emails for 
individual comments to the FUSD board. Discussion followed. Kathleen Walter was concerned about 
the use of FLASH online, and not sticking to just the 6 lessons. Nadine asked if teachers would be 
instructed not to go online. Superintendent Dr James Morris said that the board would formalize the 
program, stating here is what’s available, only use what’s provided.  
 
Ann Keeler said that new members have not had a chance to review the Teacher’s Committee 
recommended Sex Ed materials. Nadine Camara asked to amend Lucienne Bouvier’s motion to 
inform the Board that the vote reflects many new memberships and that the HSEAC is now a different 
body. The amendment was declined by Lucienne Bouvier. Livia Quan said that we did not choose 
FLASH for grades 4, 5, 6 and she had not reviewed it. Anne Damron said that the Teacher’s 
Committee materials were available for review all summer. Anne Damron said that we are caught in 
the way it used to be verses the way it’s done now as the selection process for curriculum materials 
was just changed by the Board. 
 
Anne Damron said there would be a brief HSEAC presentation to the School Board and a Board vote 
on Elementary School Sex Education on Wednesday, October 12, 2011. 
 
Nadine Camara asked if Sex Ed is a core curriculum and if the Board changed the process with the 
recent Textbook policy vote. Dr Morris said yes, Sex Ed is a core curriculum. Dr Morris said there will 
be new definitions. Core materials are basic foundational information; also there will be supplemental 
materials, videos and multimedia. Dr Morris said that education professionals should be picking the 
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curriculum, and then the review process by the HSEAC should follow. Someone called the question 
for Lucienne Bouvier’s motion. New members were confused as to how they should vote on a 
program they had not seen. This was discussed. New members were allowed to vote on the 
Teacher’s Committee curriculum recommendation based on Jan March’s presentation at this 
meeting. The vote to approve the Teacher’s Committee’s recommended curriculum as it stands was: 
6 yes, 5 no, 6 abstain.  
 
Anne Damron issued an invitation to the committee to attend the FUSD Board meeting on 
Wednesday, October 12, 2011. Check the agenda online at 2 pm the Friday before the meeting. 
Anne Damron invited email comments about the vote to the Board. The draft minutes from this 
meeting will be forwarded to staff.  
 
Nadine Camara moved that included with our recommendation vote for the teacher’s program, the 
Board is instructed that: This is a new HSEAC membership body. This vote includes many new 
members that abstained, and excludes past members that are not present. Livia Quan seconded the 
motion. Lucienne Bouvier said this was redundant. The vote was 12 yes, 4 no, 1 abstain. It took 2 
attempts to get the vote to equal 17. 
 
Carol Zilli asked, what is the role of this committee, what is our purpose based on changes or new 
definitions regarding HSEAC’s role in health/sex education curriculum? 

 
 
At 8:43 pm, M/S/A to end the meeting: unanimous. 
Minutes submitted by the Secretary Catherine Layden. 
Approved:   10/13/11 
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Fremont Unified School District 
Health & Sex Education Advisory Committee 

 
Minutes of September 8, 2011 

 
Chairperson Anne Damron called the meeting to order at 7:01 pm in the FUSD Magnolia Room. A 
quorum was present (6 of 10) 6 with voting privileges. Attendees:  Elizabeth Champion, Anne 
Damron, Dianne Jones, Catherine Layden, Susan O’Neil, Kathy Velasco. District Liaison James 
Maxwell, FUSD Director of Secondary Education was present. Five guests, Lucienne Bouvier, Cathy 
Norman, FUSD Superintendent Dr James Morris, Deborah Sims, FUSD Assistant Superintendent of 
Instructional Services, and Susan Bewley, a history teacher from Thornton Junior High School were 
present. 
 
The June 2011 minutes were reviewed. Dianne Jones made a motion to approve the amended 
minutes. Susan O’Neil seconded the motion. The motion passed. 

 
Introductions were made. New member packets were not distributed as there were no new members. 
The FUSD School Board delayed the vote on new members because they wanted a fuller slate of 
applicants (8/24/11 meeting). There were only three applications for nine spots. One additional 
application has been received since that meeting. The member search was discussed. The new 
deadline for HSEAC membership applications was extended to September 21st, to prepare the next 
board packet for the September 26th meeting.  
 
The HSEAC mission statement and Board Directive for Grades 4, 5, 6 were reviewed.  There was 
discussion of the lack of a meeting date for last years HSEAC School Board Presentation and lack of 
new Board Directives. 
 
The HSEAC committee chose to postpone elections until we have a larger group. 
 
The viewing date handout for “Nightmare on Puberty Street” and “Secrets” was distributed. It was 
recommended that everyone on the committee attend either a Parent Preview or a live performance.  
 
Superintendent Dr James Morris explained that he is working on the 12th Revision of Board Policy for 
Core Instructional Materials. He wants a committee of practitioners to make a recommendation, that 
we have been doing it backwards. Teachers should have met first, then open it up to the larger 
community, then go to the Board. The HSEAC still needs to see the Teacher recommended video. He 
asked to reschedule the timeline before the next meeting. He asked if we could meet before the next 
meeting. If new HSEAC members are appointed on 9/26, then we could vote on the recommendation 
proposed by the Teachers Committee for Sex Education Curriculum for Grades 4, 5, 6.  Possible 
meeting dates were discussed.  
 
Susan O’Neil made a motion to schedule an additional HSEAC meeting on September 29, 2011. 
Cathy Layden seconded the motion. The motion passed. Future agenda items were discussed. 

 
 
 
At 7:55 pm, M/S/A to end the meeting: unanimous. 
Minutes submitted by the Secretary Catherine Layden. 
Approved:   9/29/11 
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